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2 Introduction
2.1 Synopsis

In this project report we as a group will present how we went forward and planned making our thesis

solution Demon Cube. Demon Cube is a plugin-tool made for the Unity game engine that is supposed to

assist game developers prototype for a specific game genre. This is presented by going through the

background for the project, research surrounding it and the necessary planning we performed. After this we

present the production phase and the challenges within it. The tool itself has a focus on system design of

turn-based combat, and the planning focuses on project management methodologies and techniques. In the

end we will reflect on our results, decisions and further improvements.

2.2 Problem statement / Thesis
For our bachelor project we have formulated the following problem statement: “How can you make a plug-in

tool that can be used for the prototyping of different combat systems in a party turn-based game?”. Within this

statement we proclaim our foundation for the project in what we plan on creating and which features will

be included for said video game genre. A plug-in is defined to be a downloadable software add-on which can

help enhance a program's capabilities. In this instance, Demon Cube is a downloadable tool for the Unity

game engine to help developers in their prototyping phase to select which systems are fit for their party

turn-based game. The turn-based game genre is a form of strategic game where the players must take turns

whilst playing. A sub-genre of turn-based strategy games are party turn-based games, where the game will

include a party of characters the player often will have control over.

Demon Cube was originally intended to be a vertical slice, which is a fully playable portion of the

game which showcases the developers intended view. This would showcase different areas, character

classes and abilities in a distinct art style, this would be the base for a future project. This was because the

group has different perspectives of the turn-based genre and different opinions of enjoyment of it.

Our thesis then was “How can we make turn-based games more engaging”. This was because our

group was divided on the turn based genre and did not enjoy it as much as the other. We wanted to try to

create a game that could be enjoyable for the duad and other players with similar experience with the game

genre. However, after a meeting with our instructors they came up with the idea of creating a plug-in

instead. After discussing the idea we agreed it would be more beneficial for our portfolios and a way to
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challenge ourselves.  During the project we went through a number of suggestions (see Figure 1) before we

finally landed on the chosen thesis that describes all elements we wanted to work on for this project.

Figure 1. Visual representation of all the different thesis the group went through during the project

2.3 Presentation of project
2.3.1 Product description

We plan to create a plug-in tool in Unity that would simulate different party turn-based combat

systems. This tool would help game designers throughout the prototyping phase and deciding on

which systems are best for their party turn-based game. It can be downloaded and directly added to

the Unity engine for easy use as well as a movable window so the user can place it wherever they

would like in their workspace. Alongside the tool itself there will be provided a guide document to

help new users get used to the tool and how it functions.

2.3.2 Definitions
Many of our definitions and research is based on an academic article by Ville Mäkelä (2020). The

article researches what RPG turn-based and real-time systems are preferable, and the positives and

negatives of the gameplay genre.

Term Abbreviation Definition

Plug-in - A downloadable software add-on to add specific features

Tool - “A program that is employed in the development, repair, or
enhancement of other programs or of hardware. Traditionally a set
of software tools addressed only the essential needs during program
development: a typical set might consist of a text editor, compiler,
link loader, and some form of debug tool.” (Encyclopedia.com. April
25, 2022)

Role-playing game RPG Players taking role of fictional characters within a video game
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Turn-based TP “In turn-based systems, combatants act in
turns, usually one at a time. Other combatants are typically unable
to move or perform actions outside of their own turn.”(Ville Mäkelä,
2020,4)

Party Turn-based - A party of characters in which the player has control over in a game
where the different characters take turns performing an action

Quick time events QTE An action that has to be performed within a time limit

Japanese role
playing game

JRPG Players taking role of fictional characters within a video game but
with japanese design and mechanic conventions

Table 1:  Definitions of terms often used in the document

2.3.3 Presentation of group
Emil Johan Karlsen - Product Owner, lead programmer, lead game designer, system designer, UI/UX

designer

Birgitte Marie Winterstø - Scrum Master, programmer, game designer, system designer, UI/UX

designer, graphical artist

2.4 Goals and delimitation
2.4.1 Vision

The vision of Demon Cube is to have an established, clear and user friendly tool which can help

developers and game designers to create systems for party turn-based games, through testing on

their own terms they can then figure out which systems are fit for their game. With this tool the

time in the prototyping phase will be used more efficiently as there is less time spent going in and

fixing and or changing code in order to change something within a system. Instead a simple menu

with interactive elements can greatly save time with the press of a couple buttons.

Furthermore, this tool has a unique opportunity to be worked on beyond the party turn

based genre. Demon Cube can include more of the systems included in the broad turn based genre,

which has an extraordinary amount of different systems.

2.4.2 Goal for project and delimitation
The goal for the solution is to create a plug-in that can stand on its own and could be released on

platforms like Unity Store or Itch.io. For the tool to have a practical use and actually helpful for new

and experienced designers becomes a priority.
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Some of the limitations for the project and the tool is made because the whole turn-based

rpg genre is an enormous task to complete. For the systems in our tool, we will only focus on the

combat systems, specifically those seen in party turn-based games. Furthermore, that does not

include card games, board games and movement-based tactical turn-based games, like Fire Emblem

(Nintendo, 2019).

2.4.3 Goals for the group
The goal for us and Demon Cube is to create a product that has the possibility to be further worked

on. The tool itself is set up in a way that it can be used as an inspiration for new turn-based game

designers. In addition, the project is a good opportunity for us to deepdive into the game genre and

the developer world of plug-in tools.

For us as a group is to be consistent with project management and planning throughout the

whole project as on a professional level in order to prepare ourselves for the real worklife.  We want

to create something original and easy to use with focus on system design for this Unity tool,

something that has the possibility to stand out in a portfolio.

2.4.4 Group contract
Ref. Appendix 1

3 Project management / method
3.1 Scrum

For this project we chose to implement Agile software development with Scrum (Scrum.org.

2016a). Scrum is a framework often used for software development. It is built upon the intelligence

of the people meaning rather than having strict instructions of what to do, the team will let scrum

guide them in the development. Scrum uses an incremental approach in order to optimise

predictability and risk control which makes it easy to implement changes.
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Figure 2. Scrum model the team is following for the duration of the project

3.1.1 Rationale for choosing Scrum
The reason for choosing scrum is because it is usually used by software development as well as

small teams. For us this was the best option as we are only two people where one is product owner,

one scrum master, and both of us are the developers. Scrum focuses on the end goal in smaller

increments which makes it easier for communication and open for changes along the way. We find

retrospectives especially useful as we can apply changes quickly to the next sprint.

The methodology used as a base comes directly from the official Scrum.org (Scrum.org.

2016b) website for the reason that we wanted to stay as true as possible to scrum for this project,

making sure we have the correct roles and what said role is responsible for.

3.1.2 Roles in Scrum
The roles used in Scrum methodology are the Product Owner, developers, and the team and Scrum

Master (Jile.io 2022a).

Product owner

The product owner consists of one person and is responsible for bringing the product to life and

should be able to communicate and convey to the other roles and an external party. They are

defining the concept and have a clear vision of what the end product is expected to be.  Therefore

they are responsible for the management of the product backlog and its effectiveness.

The product owner should be held accountable for:
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- Developing and clearly communicate the product goal

- Create clear product backlog

- Ordering product backlog items

- Making sure that the product backlog is understood

It is important for the scrum team to respect the product owner's decision as they are the one with

the final product in mind. The product backlog cannot be changed without the product owner's

permission.

Scrum Master

The Scrum Master has the responsibility of making sure the team follows the Scrum

methodology effectively within the team's agreed scrum guide. They also have a focus on connecting

with the team members as the Scrum Master doesn’t have any high authority hence often being

viewed as more of a coach than a supervisor. They should ensure the process goes smooth and as

planned It is important that the scrum master has explained to the team and makes sure they

understand scrum practices.

The scrum master should be held accountable for:

- Coaching the team on scrum practices and self-managing

- Making sure the team is using the scrum guide correctly

- Help the scrum team focus on creating a high value increments that meet the definition of

complete

- The removal of impediments

- Ensure the scrum events are productive, positive and kept within a time limit

- Helping finding techniques for effective product goal definition

- Helping with product backlog management

- Helping the team understand the product backlog items

- Establish practical product planning

- Facilitating stakeholder collaboration as needed

Developers
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The developers in the team are responsible for creating any usable increments for each of the

sprints. They apply their own set of skills into a field within the development but are however still

always accountable for:

- Creating a plan for the upcoming sprint

- Adapting their plan towards the sprint goal

- Adjust the quality by following the definition of complete

- Be held and hold each other accountable

3.1.3 Events in Scrum
In the Scrum Framework there are three different components which include, ceremonies, roles and

artefacts (Jule.io. 2022b).  The Main four include Sprint planning meeting, Scrum Meeting,  review

and retrospective. Some prefer to add Backlog Refinement as part of the ceremonies to provide

extra prioritising in the backlog and as a way of getting ready for the next sprint planning meeting.

Sprint

The sprint is a fixed length event where ideas turn into value. Within this timeframe all the

work needed in order to reach the product goal, which includes the first stage, sprint

planning followed by review and retrospective. All this happens within one sprint, after the

sprint is completed a new sprint immediately starts after the conclusion, review and

retrospective, is complete (Scrum.org. 2019d).

Throughout the sprint:

- No changes are made that would in any way ruin the sprint goal

- Quality of the product does not decrease

- Product backlog is refined (Scrum.org. 2019b)

- Scope ay be renegotiated with product owner

The sprint ensures adaptation and inspection of the progress towards the product goal,

making adjustments at the end of every calendar month. Shorter sprints implement more

learning cycles and limit risks.

Sprint planning

The sprint planning phase is what initiates the upcoming sprint, often done on the first day of the

sprint (Scrum.org. 2000). The product owner will discuss the most important items of the product
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backlog to the rest of the team and how they are planning to map out the product goal. Other people

may be invited to this event to provide advice.

Topics to address in sprint planning:

- Why is this sprint valuable?

- What can be done?

- How will the work get done?

During the meeting the sprint goal is defined and items are picked out from the product backlog and

put into the current sprint.

Daily Scrum (stand up)

Daily scrum also known as stand up is an event where the purpose is to inspect progress towards

the sprint goal. It takes a maximum of 15 minutes for the scrum team and is held at the same place

as the team is working on that day in order to maximise productivity. The team selects whatever

techniques they want to use for their work as long as their stand up focuses on the sprint goal and

produces a doable plan.

Sprint Review

The sprint review is to inspect the outcome of the sprint that has just been worked on (Scrum.org.

n.d.). The team will present the work they’ve completed thus far to stakeholders and progression is

discussed.

Sprint Retrospective

The reason for sprint retrospectives is to increase effectiveness and quality of work within the team.

The team will go over and inspect how the sprint went and often discuss the following topics:

- What went well in this sprint?

- What went wrong in this sprint?

- What did we learn?

- What can we do differently in the next sprint?

The discussion helps identify problem areas and solutions on how to improve effectiveness.

Changes are added to the backlog for the next sprint (Scrum.org. 2019e).
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Artefacts

Each of the artefacts content information that enhances clarity of the development.

Product backlog - Product goal

The product backlog is an organised list that is needed to improve and complete the product and is

the source of items (Scrum.org. 2019b).

Sprint backlog - Sprint goal

The sprint backlog consists of the sprint goal’s items taken from the product backlog (Scrum.org.

2019b). The items that are moved into the sprint backlog should be achievable and realistic to the

sprint goal. Items can be moved into the sprint backlog during the sprint if relevant information is

learned during development. The sprint goal is planned during the sprint planning meeting held at

the start of the sprint.

Increment - definition of complete

An increment is a stage of progress towards the product goal. Each of the increments are an additive

to the prior increments, making sure they all work together. Work can not be part of an increment

unless it has met the definition of complete (Scrum.org. 2020).

3.2 Techniques
3.2.1 Work method & process

As the figure shows, our planned work method goes as follows after the planning phase. Research

surrounding plug-in and system design. Document it into the report/system design document and

make system models for the systems. Review and rewrite if necessary. Next step, implementing a

system into Unity. Program the system, then test it, then implement it into the tool and the other

systems. Test again and change if some of the systems do not work properly together. Push, pull and

merge for Unity collab, a collaborative cloud saving system for Unity. Review and package new

implementations and test the new package on testers. Again review the work and continue the

cycle.
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Figure 3. Flowdown chart of work method
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3.2.2 Problem Solving

In order to help us decide on which project we would want to work on, we created a flowchart with

the different options we had in mind for the assignment. This became a good strategy if we would

encounter more difficult conundrums. However, simple problems would get discussed and solved

after a daily standup. As we both have deep respect for each other's opinions, solving any problem

either in group or relating to the project would not take up too many resources.

Figure 4. Flowchart to help deciding on the assignment

3.3 Tools
3.3.1 Planning tools

Miro

Miro is an online whiteboard where people can collaborate in real time. We used this for the

majority of the planning part as the campus was closed for the duration of January due to the Covid

situation, and the fact that we were not in the same town for the first two and a half months. For us
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Miro was a place where we could discuss and visualise our ideas. The space was also used for daily

stand ups as well as retrospectives.

Our board is separated into four main areas of topics. Research, Visuals, Project

Management, and Scrum. The research area included all research we had accumulated. The visuals

being used as a reference to the game we originally was going to create, but later used for GUI

elements for the tool and logo. Project management included everything from project description,

scope, schedule, and project definitions. Scrum was used on a daily basis as part of our daily stand

up as well as weekly retrospectives.

Hack’nPlan

Hack’n’Plan is a production tool that is created for game production. We originally started using this

as this is what we’ve always used but we find it is very limited and many useful features are blocked

behind a paywall. Within the fourth sprint we had completely switched from Hack’n’Plan to ClickUp.

ClickUp

ClickUp is a project management tool where users can assign tasks, statuses, alerts, deadlines, and

much more. We switched from Hack’n’Plan to ClickUp due to the fact that ClickUp has more relevant

functionalities that would benefit our production. For instance, we were able to put deadlines on

subtasks and more information needed for them. They would then be automatically visualised in a

Gantt chart ClickUp automatically created for us which was found to be really useful.

Zotero

Zotero is a reference software that saves any sources and makes it easy to create sources  into the

chosen style and puts them into alphabetical order.

3.3.2 Communication tools
Discord

For our main communication platform we used Discord. It is a social platform which allows users to

communicate via voice, video, or chatting. We created a server which included a place we could have

our calls, as well as different chat sections for different topics.

Facebook Messenger
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Another communication platform we used was Facebook messenger. This was easy as it is always

available and needed for quick messaging.

Canvas

Canvas was mostly used as a communication line between us and our mentor. This is where we

agreed on different meeting times and days as well as planning different events.

Zoom

Zoom is a video conference program in which we used as our main meeting point with our mentor

as well as presentations for the rest of the class.

3.3.3 Production tools
Unity Engine + Visual Studio

Unity engine is a video game engine used to create 2D and 3D games for pc, mobile and other

platforms. Unity engine uses Visual studio, which is a development environment used for scripting.

Unity engine and Visual Studio were used to create our tool with all the included systems as well as

the tool itself. In order to work together we decided to use the Unity Collab feature due to the fact

that you are able to go back to previous versions and do not have any error with size limitations

unlike other collaboration softwares.

Machinations

Machinations is a software which helps visually simulate systems. We used this to visualise some of

our systems however we found that it is not very useful and efficient on our part to complete all

systems using machinations due to the fact that it does not support turn based systems and would

make more complicated illustrations than necessary.

Draw.io

To create flowcharts we used Draw.io which is a program that allows users to create graphs. This

was helpful for us because we could easily see how our systems functioned in a more visual manner.

Figma
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Figma is a vector graphic program where users can also create prototypes. We used this for

prototyping our user interface for the tool itself in order to make it as user friendly as possible.

Adobe Illustrator

Adobe illustrator is a vector graphic design program which we used to create all visuals in the tool

as well as the logo for the tool.

Aseprite

Aseprite is an editor designed for pixel art drawing and animation. Aseprite was used to create the

characters included in the tool.

3.4 Risk analysis

Figure 5. Risk analysis for the Demon Cube project created in the planning phase

This risk analysis was developed together with Marianne Lerdahl which we worked closely together on

during a five week long project back in May and June in 2021. Under the Risk column are the actual risks

and descriptions of what the risk is.

Following to the right we have consequences, probability and risk points. Each of these has their

own scoring which we as a group discussed and wrote down. The scoring for consequences are rated from
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1-10, number 10 being the highest and most devastating results if they were to take place. The probability

is given a score between 0.1-1 whilst the risk points are the consequences times probability (C*P=RP). After

doing this to all the tasks we can average the risk points in order to get our final score. This score will

determine if we need to reevaluate and rescope the project if the score is above half of the total risk points.

In this instance the sum of the risk points was 23 total, divide that by half and we get 11,5 which is the score

we limited ourselves with. If  the average score was above 11,5 then this would be considered to be a high

risk project.

Lastly we have our three description categories on what would happen if that risk actually took

place, how we prevent said risk from happening and if the risk is happening at this moment, what would we

do then.

By creating this we can have a written down plan in cases of emergencies which we can quickly

reference back to this plan in any situation and see what our solution would be without taking up a lot of

time deciding on what to do next.

4 Research basis
Because our project solution is quite unique when it comes to plug-in tools, finding relevant examples

would become a challenge. We did not find direct examples of others making a tool like ours. However,

that does not mean we could not research the basis of plug-in tools and the game genre we were

focusing on.

4.1 Turn-based combat research area

While researching the turn-based genre you can find a lot of discussions surrounding both

positive and negative sides. There seems to be quantities of opinions for old and new games that

try to use/adopt the turn-based combat system. Most of them either complain that the combat

genre is outdated or complain when games move away from the genre. According to the research

mentioned earlier, it shows directly what preferences the common people have about the genre.

“The most commonly perceived weaknesses with TB revolved around similar themes, as many

players noted that TB system are–or can be–slow, boring, and tedious.” (Ville Mäkelä, 2020,7)

“Turn-based systems were criticised for being slow and boring, mostly because of the high

frequency and length of battles and the amount of waiting during battles”. (Ville Mäkelä, 2020,8)

Because the genre would be considered boring by many, including more interactivity and speed

could potentially help. Games like Paper Mario (Nintendo, 2004) include quicktime events into
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their combat system, which means that the player would never stop interacting with the game

instead of just watching a combat unfold. Other solutions include speeding up animations and

wait times in between actions. Like Dragon Quest XI (Square Enix, 2017) that has a 2x mode.

Lastly another solution could be having a turn timer where the player has to select their actions

faster. Making the game less tactical, but more action based.

4.2 System example research
The fact is that many turn-based combat games differ a lot in how they want to provide

information to the player, also what kind of and how much tactical gameplay the player is

represented with. Therefore, deciding which systems our tool will represent would be very

important. The position systems of the genre differ widely from game to game. We decided to

base our position systems on the games we were widely familiar with, including games like

Dragon Quest VIII (Square Enix, 2004), Octopath Traveler (Square Enix, 2018) and Darkest

Dungeon (Red Hook Studio, 2015). That means we would exclude the position systems where

movement is key to the strategy of games like XCOM2 (2K Games, 2016). The three mentioned

games do differ in their position systems however. Either their position does not matter or it

does like Darkest Dungeon. Like in Darkest Dungeon we figured it would be smart to include a

position system where the front most would work as a melee frontline and the further back a

unit is placed would work as a ranged backline. Lastly, we did consider a grid position system,

which would be a further development of the system where position does matter. However, this

system was not commonly found in many games. Furthermore, when it comes to information

provided for a player, Dragon Quest and Octopath Traveler differ on the subject of showing the

turn order. They also differ on how a turn and unit action would be played out. In some games

the player will select actions for every friendly unit before the whole turn is played out. While in

others like Octopath Traveler after the player selects an action it will immediately be played out.

Some games we encountered didn't have any end of a turn, meaning that the turnorder would

constantly be updated and units were able to have several actions before every unit had one. A

common character system for many turn-based rpgs is a class system that caters to stereotypical

unit types. Like healer, mage fighter and so fourth.
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5 Solution
5.1 Functionality

A Unity tool that lets a Game designer simulate turn-based rpg combat. The tool can make

character prefabs with some predetermined stats and attacks. It also allows the game designer to

test different combat systems and how they work together.

When making a new character, Scriptable Object, the designer should be able choose its stats,

name and character type. For example melee, ranged and support. Also a simple bool should be

available to confirm if the unit should behave as a player or NPC. The difference is that a player

must select the actions the unit should perform, while the NPC chooses a random action

automatically.

The options for the combat system includes other systems with their own options. The first of

these systems is the simulations system, where the designer must select the amount of units in

the combat and what kind of actions should be available for the units. These include base

actions(always available) and turn order manipulating actions. Another system is the turn timer,

where the designer decides if it should be active and how many seconds the player has each turn.

Next is the position system, a system that decides how the position of the units should affect the

combat. There are two position systems, one where the position has an effect where a front and

backline is important and the other where position should not matter at all. Another important

system is the turnorder system, one option is if the turnorder should be shown or not. In

addition, the designer can select if the player should be able to select every unit action at the

same time before it plays out or if one and one should be selected individually. Lastly, it can

decide if a whole round ends when every unit has performed an action or if there's only one

neverending round of turns. The two last systems can simply be turned off/on, they are

simulation speed or if a unit action should include a QTE.

Some of the systems that were planned did not make it to the current tool. Like the grid

position system and higher diversity of actions, example those that would have an effect when

the position of the units matter. Some of these cuts were made because of overscoping and the

general complexity of the scripts.

The game designer who would use the plug-in tool has to start with opening the Demon

Cube tool window. From there they have three options with three sub-menus. A “How to” menu
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with an attached document explaining how to set the tool up and how they can use it. Secondly,

the combat system menu, here the user is presented with many options and a button that

instantiates all the required game objects into the user's scene. Thirdly, the user cases menu,

where the user is presented with user stories and two possible solutions. They also include

buttons so the user can directly test the solution they desire. After a user becomes familiar with

the menus, the natural flow of the tool becomes; editing combat simulation options, testing them

in Unity play mode and then going back to change character stats or options to fit their goal.

5.2 Course of events
Because our tool is supposed to consist of many different systems, a lot of preparation is very

important. For the first part, planning which systems within the turn-based rpg genre our tool

should focus on is the main focus. We do this through research, discussion, taking notes and then

combine all of this on a Miro board. After a list of potential systems were decided, the next step is

to discuss how every system should work in the tool and then draw system models and examples

on either Draw.io or as a wireframe model. (Ref. Appendix 2, position system). To gather a good

overview of the different systems and options for our tool, we would gather it all into a system

document before implementing them into the tool.

From the beginning of the Unity tool we started with making the bare minimum to simulate

turn-based combat. Where one friendly unit can attack an enemy unit and their turns would

alternate between them. Afterwards, we could try to implement this system directly into the

Unity tool window format, where the user can instantiate the necessary game objects into a

scene and input the units. Thereafter, the further production of the tool went to implementing a

new system into Unity, test the system, implement and integrate the system into the tool and the

other systems, and lastly testing everything together. Throughout the production we also

included test sessions for the tool, with more regular tests around the end. It was also towards

the end we had to scope down some of the systems and remove others.

5.3 Technical solution
5.3.1 System Design

The system design document includes every system planned to appear in the solution. Moverover,  it

includes the purpose, functionality and description of every system, and their respective system

models. As mentioned earlier the combat simulation system works as an overarching system that

connects every other system together. Every system model is placed into categories and may include
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more than one subsystems. An example is the position system model that considered the

subsystems, unaffected position, affected position and grid position.

For System document Ref. Appendix 2.

5.3.2 Scripting
The mission for the code and scripting of all the systems is to make it as open as possible, so

changes and new implementation would go as painlessly as possible. Therefore, techniques like

loose coupling, scriptable objects and general clean scripting habits would be vital. Loose coupling,

opposite to tight coupling, is when all of the components are not directly dependent on each other.

All systems could work independently, but also be a part of a larger group of systems. Unity

themselves describe scriptable objects: “A ScriptableObject is a data container that you can use to

save large amounts of data, independent of class instances. […] This is useful if your Project has a

Prefab that stores unchanging data in attached MonoBehaviour scripts.”(Unity Doc, 2018). For this

project it would be useful for character prefabs, while also saving some data. When it comes to

scripting habits, descriptive naming conventions, commenting and organised regions are vital for

the readability of the scripts and it also helps when new implementations are made.

On the grounds that the amount of options the user will receive through the tool, the

backend scripts have to count for all the combinations. This is where loose coupling really helps, so

if the user turns on one system, every other system does not falter. In addition, having one script

that supervises what systems are on/off with help of bools is also vital. For our project we called

this the BattleSystem. So when changes are made in the tool window, the tool script updates the

BattleSystem with the relevant information, and then the BattleSystem tweaks every other system.

An example of a system that is affected by the complicity of the tool is the TurnOrder system, that

takes care of the turn order of the combat simulation. This system uses different code depending on

other systems like: turn order manipulating moves, no end of turn, everyone at once and one at a

time.

Making a tool for unity when it comes to scripting it is quite similar to normal Unity C#, but

many restrictions. To make a tool window you have to use the UnityEngine.UI library and the OnGUI

function. The programmer has agency over almost everything that happens in this tool window,

every space and line in the tool has to be in the code of the script. However, when it comes to

customising the visuals everything still follows the UI conventions of Unity.
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5.4 UX/UI Solution
5.4.1 Artistic choices and design

Due to Demon Cube's purpose being party turn based, we chose similar layout and to other games

such as; Final Fantasy V (Square Enix, 1992) and Final Fantasy IX (Square Enix, 2000). Demon Cube

does not have heavy focus on the visuals but rather the systems, so we created something that

provides the bare minimum of visual feedback including pixel art characters, commonly found in the

game genre, cohesive elements and simple indicators.

We can use The Three Reads model to see the similarity between the games we took inspiration

from and our chosen layout in order to create a similar canvas to the game genre. The Three Reads

is divided into three sections, the first read is the core of what pulls you in, the second is key details

and the third and final read provides important information in context to the product (Gage, Zach.

2018).

First read comparison

For both Demon Cube and Final Fantasy IX, we have the first read being the battle itself. In order to

not completely copy, the direction of the playable characters and enemy characters have been

switched. We opted for the playable characters being on the left and enemies on the right, following

the European reading system.

Figure 6. First read comparison

Final Fantasy IX (Square Enix. 2000) first read Demon Cube first read
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Second read comparison

Final Fantasy IX provides all information on the bottom. Demon Cube has the option to do this

however with the added turn order there will be additional information on the top of the screen.

Figure 7. Second read comparison

Final Fantasy IX (Square Enix. 2000) second read Demon Cube second read

Third read comparison

In the third and final read Demon Cube and Final Fantasy IX  shows the detailed information. Final

Fantasy IX shows all the character information on the lower screen with the exception of whose

character is being controlled, whilst Demon Cube provides information about each character

underneath them so that the text box can explain what each attack does. With the turn order and

timer activated it also gives us information about which characters turn it is and whose it will be

next as well as the time remaining. There are additional settings which include Quick Time Events

(QTE) which would instead take the place of the countdown timer.
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Figure 8. Third read comparison

Final Fantasy IX (Square Enix. 2000) third read Demon Cube third read

The graphical user interface of the tool on the screen canvas is modern and simple. For it to

be as simple to read as possible, we opted with a black and white look for optimised clarity and

readability, keeping the cohesiveness all throughout all the elements of the graphical user interfaces

within the tool canvas.

The graphical elements all share similar features. The main elements, such as text boxes and

decision indicators, start off with an almost black background and white borders and text. This was

checked using the Web Content Accessibility Guidelines (Web Accessibility Initiative. 2019) in order to

make the tool accessible for people with disabilities. Out contrast ratio is 15.52:1, meaning it passes

level AAA of the WCAG which provides the highest level of conformance accessibility.
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5.4.2 Wireframe

Figure 9. Landing site of Demon Cube tool
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Figure 10. How to use page with information
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Figure 11. Battle system creation page
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Figure 12. User Cases page
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5.5 User test of solution
5.5.1 Implementation
For our external testing we had to perform the test on game designers or developers who have at least some

basic experience using the Unity game engine. Therefore we emailed a list of Norwegian folk high schools

which teaches video game development related studies. This way we had a sure selection of people that

could perform the test without too many complications. In total we contacted nine different folk high

schools and received answers and performed a test with three, however we were able to have test sessions

with the first and second graders at our university. This left us with a total of 38 testers.

In order to prepare for the different test sessions we created a package with the latest version of

Demon Cube as well as an updated guide document (Ref. Appendix 3) with an included link to a survey the

testers would answer after performing the tests.

5.5.2 User Cases
The user cases were our latest implementation of the Demon Cube tool which included three different

scenarios of which the testers could assess. The User Cases included were the following:

User story Solution 1 - Description Solution 2 - Description

As a player I want a fast and
engaging gameplay experience,
and currently the turn-based
combat genre does not provide
this for me.

Does a timer change player
behaviour/experience

- Turntimer: On, 8 sec
- Position system:

unaffected
- Turn-order: Known, one

at a time
- Combat actions: Basic

actions
- Characters: 3 friendly vs

2 enemies
- Simulation speed: x2

Adding QTE

- QTE: On
- Position system:

unaffected
- Turn-order: Known, one

at a time
- Combat actions: Basic

actions
- Characters: 3 friendly vs

2 enemies

As a developer I want a
turn-order system that fits the
game I am making, so that there
is no dissonance for my tactical
game.

Known turn order

- Turn-order: Known, no
end of turn

- One at a time

Unknown turn order

- Turnorder: Unknown,
everyone at once

- Position system:
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- Position system:
Unaffected

- Combat actions: Basic
- Characters: 3 friendly vs

3 enemies

Unaffected
- Combat actions: Basic
- Characters: 3 friendly vs

3 enemies

As a developer I want a combat
system.Where every subsystem
works together with each other
making a cohesive combat
experience.

Position based actions

- Combat actions: Basic &
position based actions

- Turn-order: Unknown ,
one at a time

- Positions system: FtB
- Characters: 4 friendly vs

4 enemies
- QTE: On

Turn-order manipulating actions

- Combat actions: Basic &
turn manipulating
actions

- Turn-order: Known, no
end of turn, One at a time

- Position system:
Unaffected

- Characters: 4 friendly vs
2 enemies

- Turntimer: On, 12
seconds

Table 2. User Cases in the Demon Cube tool

5.5.3 Results
On the left are all the testers listed, ordered from the first to the last testers as we go down the table.

These are the following test results:

Scale 1 2 3 4 5

Second year Game Design students

at Kristiania University College 0 1 2 3 0

First year Game Design students at

Kristiania University College 0 0 1 11 1

Fana Folk High School 0 0 1 5 1

Namdals Folk High School 0 0 0 3 1

Sunnhordland Folk High School 0 0 3 2 3

Table 3: Scale goes from 1, being very hard to use to 5 being very easy to use
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Figure 13. External test results and scores

Overall we can see from the column that out of the total 38 external testers found it fairly easy to use

Demon Cube, with the majority voting for the number four score. Some of these testers did not have as

much experience in Unity as we had hoped for, however we found that giving a walkthrough of  the tool

after our presentation was helpful as well as providing the testers with a written guide. As a result we did

not get many questions on how to directly use the tool as the guide document got better.

5.5.4 Experiences from the test
Overall these test sessions left us with tons of positive experiences and new connections. After every test

session we got positive feedback and were notified that some of the testers would like to be updated on the

tool and how it further evolved during the project as well as offering new test sessions if we needed it.

As for the results we got really good feedback with the surveys we created and were able to quickly

go through the feedback, discuss and prioritise which features to rework or work further on.
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6 Project implementation
6.1 Sprint 1 – Start-Up

For the first sprint we established the group and started discussing possible issues we wanted to tackle. We

created a Miro board where we brainstormed different ideas, created a Hack’n’Plan for project management

and a google drive for where we wanted all of our documentation stored and ready to be opened anywhere.

Some documentation was created and was filled out such as General Project Information for basic

information about structure in the drive, Hack’n’Plan, engine and version etc. A time sheet was created in

order to keep track of everyone’s work and how much time they’ve spent each day working. With colour

coding we could easily see if we were “in the green '' which we found to be up to 6 hours for our best and

most productive work.

Figure 14. Timesheet landing page including tutorial on how to use the sheet

6.2 Sprint 2 – Planning

For the second sprint we did the following: wrote a group contract, chose a back-up, created a work

schedule, chose an issue for which we wanted to work on, a project name and chose a tool for project

management. All this was expected to be ready for the very first milestone delivery. We planned according

to the milestones we were given when we created our work schedule.
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We continued working more in detail on the concept and finalised our first version of our issue. The

concept now includes characters, different system options, a map, setting, and art style.

Figure 15. Overview of upcoming sprints with planned phases and milestones

6.3 Sprint 3 – Issue feedback and rework

On monday we had our meeting with the teachers to pitch our issue. The concept we have developed thus

far is extremely broad and can be narrowed down. They recommend that we take the current issue and

focus on the Turn-Based RPG genre and how to make the systems more visual when creating games, as well

as focusing on the negative and positive traits of the genre. They mentioned it could be done in the form of a

plug-in for Unity which could be downloaded and tested on other students.

After the meeting the group discussed and reworked the issue. We agreed on the new issue and

instead of creating a vertical slice of a game in the Turn-Based RPG genre, we would instead create a visual

system to help create games in the genre. Furthermore, we continued with our research and started testing

Turn-Based RPG systems in Unity.
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6.4 Sprint 4 - Switching project management software

This sprint we switched from Hack’n’Plan to using ClickUp. This would better benefit us due to the fact that

ClickUp offers free automated Gantt Charts, automatic sprint creation and time tracking.

This sprint we had our first meeting with Trond where we discussed what specifically we were

going to make for our thesis. After some good feedback we discussed our issue once again, finalising it for

the presentation in the next sprint. We created a system that would specifically show us what we were

thinking and what we wanted to do and make.

Figure 16. Flowdown chart that shows the teams decision making

We agreed on making a plug-in tool which shows the positive and negative combat systems within the

genre, which is represented by the bold continuous blue line. Since we had our meeting with Trond this

week we decided during our sprint planning meeting that we would focus on doing as much research as

possible on system design, the RPG genre and Machinations.

6.5 Sprint 5 – Finalising basic research

The 5th sprint is where we had our Milestone 1 (project lock) presentation for the teacher and class. With

this presentation we could show everyone what we are working on and answer some questions and the
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teacher could get the information needed to get the correct mentor for the group. We got positive feedback

on both the project and Miro board and overall excitement for the project.

Besides continuing and finishing basic research needed, we started creating a wireframe of what we

want the plug-in to include and look like User Interface wise.

Figure 17. First version of tool wireframe

We created this basic wireframe so we could see what the plug-in was going to look like inside Unity by

using the same colours and layout. We also created a list of what we wanted in the plug-in so we can create

a more in-depth prototype in Figma in the next sprint.

6.6 Sprint 6 – Machinations

This sprint we started with Machinations and implemented them into Unity by using the Machinations

official plug-in UP. However after trying to implement the machinations into the engine we soon figured out

that we needed a paid version of the program. This is where we decided to rather use Machinations as a

visualisation tool on how the systems work on paper. We created our first working Machination to a

turn-order system.
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Figure 18. Machinations of randomised turn order of characters
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Figure 19. Early version of the Demon Cube Tool

For the tool itself we have made everything ready for the systems to be put in. It can be found on the toolbar

in Unity and includes a pop-up window which can be moved by the user wherever they would like in the

workspace.

Systems are being tested and reviewed in Unity before we put them into the tool. The systems can

be tested in the prototype (DemonBox_PV1).

6.7 Sprint 7 – Pre-Alpha
This sprint we completed and delivered the Pre-Alpha milestone as well as having the first meeting with our

assigned supervisor Hanne. We showed our prototype with filler visuals as well as the tool window, and

added her to all of our project management softwares so she can look over any documentation at any time.

She was really impressed by everything we had created thus far but said we needed a new meeting as the

report had some points that were not relevant for our project.
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Another thing we discussed was how we were going to deliver future milestones as it is a bit

complicated to deliver a tool in Unity that can only be viewed in the engine so we agreed that a video with

voiceover would be the best option as well as including the Unity file so she can look over the code. She

offered us the ability to attend a class about scrum and talk about. Alongside the milestones everyone has to

deliver, we set some internal milestones to get us ready for external testing which will take place in sprint 9.

After the meeting we discussed the feedback and did some planning for future sprints and the

external test session. We agreed that not only were we going to test the tool itself but also create a

wireframe prototype so we could test how users move around in the interface. We want the tool to be as

easy to use as possible so it is important that we test the UI.

6.8 Sprint 8 – Preparation for testing
This week our main focus was to prepare for the test session that is coming up in the next sprint. In order to

do so we had created a new internal milestone which included everything we needed for the test session.

The systems we wanted to test were already in place so the only thing left was to transfer the systems into

the tool itself. This was a challenge as the system script had to be fixed a bit in order to fit into the system

tool script.

6.9 Sprint 9 – Documentation and preparation for testing
As part of the team was not able to do more technical tasks within the engine, we focused on important

parts of documentation. The report was updated as well as the system design document and flowcharts to

showcase some systems.

The original plan for this week was to complete our first external test but as we only got one

contestant, we decided to move it to the next sprint where we both are able to meet up on campus

physically and ask students in hopes for more testers. However we did a “pre-test” meaning we prepared

for the actual testing by making sure the tool was able to be used in other peoples engines. We got some

good feedback and updated our bug documentation.

6.10 Sprint 10 – Alpha

This week was supposed to have focused on testing but we sadly only got one respondent. Everything was

ready for the test session so we instead asked our mentor if we could test in one of her classes which she

gladly agreed to do. This will take place in the next sprint.

With the testing out of the window for this sprint, we still had our planned meeting with our mentor

where we discussed the points on the report and system design document and which were relevant to us.
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We now have all the correct points of which we want to write about so we decided to focus on those for this

sprint as we were more ahead on the tool itself rather than the report.

6.11 Sprint 11 – Test session
For this sprint we finally had our first test session. The test session was held in our mentors class of 2nd

graders. We first came in and gave a presentation about us and the project and then the students tested the

tool. We went around the class and helped out where it was needed.

We did not get as many responses as we hoped for on our survey but that was due to the fact that

we lost the internet connection right before people were going to start answering. We waited the week to

see if we would get more responses. We only got four,  but luckily we took notes and pictures of error

messages when we went around helping the pupils. While we waited for more responses we decided to split

up tasks between the tool itself and the report. That way we could fix some of the bugs we noted from the

test session as well as getting up to speed on the report.

6.12 Sprint 12 – Preparing for Beta
The focus for this sprint was to prepare for the Beta delivery. As the descriptions for the deliveries are

targeted towards someone who’s creating a game, we would have to define our own beta. Our definition of a

beta would be to have more defined visual placeholders replaced, improved AI, basic combat moves, and

character position system. The main visuals are complete for the tool where users are able to more clearly

see and use it. As well as new buttons on the tool itself including a How to use button which for now is not

yet filled with a guide as we need to make the text easy for users to understand.

In our meeting with our mentor we got caught up on Demon Cube as well as discussing a few things.

User Stories or Cases is something we are going to create for the tool and will be the focus for next week.

This is to ensure that we have an answer for what the users have learned and what specifically they can use

the tool for. We are also taking contact with more people including some  olk high schools with game related

studies, Snowcastle Games, as well as agreeing to come visit the first graders and talking about our project

with an included test session.

6.13 Sprint 13 – Beta
The first thing we did this sprint was to deliver our Beta with all the updated documents as well as a

playthrough video to showcase the tool. Like mentioned in the meeting with our mentor in the previous

sprint, our focus for this sprint was to create cases for the tool. We created three different cases, each with

their own User Story, solution and simulation option. As we see it, these cases will be helpful for developers
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to figure out systems that would fit their game through testing on their own terms. Questions we asked

ourselves when creating these was the following:

- As (persona)

- I want (What?)

- So that(Why?)

Figure 20. Case studies created using a simple flowchart system

6.14 Sprint 14 – Off / Holiday
EASTER HOLIDAY

6.15 Sprint 15
This week was a slow one for us as the team had become ill. However we managed to focus on further

working on our selected cases from sprint 13 and preparing for the presentation for the first graders in the

next sprint, as well as updating documentation.

6.16 Sprint 16
This was an eventful week for the team. We had a presentation and test session with the first grade of Game

Design students at Kristiania University College, which gave us a lot of good feedback. We also had a

meeting with our mentor for a quick catch up on the project as well as discussing further plans. She

provided us with a list of emails to different folk high schools which provides game related studies.  We

send all of them an email introducing us, telling them about Demon Cube as well as asking for test sessions.

We prepared our project for the verification milestone as well as preparing a presentation for the

class and mentors. However later that week we got notice that the verification and presentation will have to

be rescheduled. This puts us a little in front of schedule.
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6.17 Sprint 17
The verification milestone was supposed to be due this monday but it got rescheduled to a later date,

however we were ready for the milestone presentations which means we are a little ahead of the schedule.

We got answers from some folk high schools regarding test sessions for Demon Cube. We have

planned dates on when to do the test and are preparing for those. Other than that has this sprint’s focus

been bug fixes, and further working on the systems in the tool.

6.18 Sprint 18 – Preparation for Gold delivery
This sprint we had our first test session outside Kristiania University College with Fana Folk High School.

We prepared a little presentation, updated the tool guide and created a new survey for the students to take

after the test. This was a new format for us because previously we had done our tests in person whilst this

was over Zoom. We got some good feedback from the test which has been further worked on.

We had a meeting with our mentor where we updated her on the project as other milestones. We agreed we

should take days where we read through the whole report. Since the tool is almost complete we will have

our final weeks on completing the report. We planned a meeting with a teacher to look over the report, this

will take place next sprint. New test sessions with more folk high schools are also planned for next week.

6.19 Sprint 19 – Gold Master
As the project is rounding up we spend this sprint doing our last test session and focusing on the report. We

have now gathered a good amount of test results from different versions of the tool. We also participated in

a game jam called “Tool Jam 2” where we were allowed to release our tool for people to freely download and

test on their own.

6.20 Sprint 20 – Final Version
Our final sprint was fully focused on documentation and meetings about it. We took some time to discuss

the final points of the report such as synopsis and conclusion as we wrote and finished them together. Of

course we took a whole day to just read through the document as a whole and fixed up some minor errors

as well as adding the agreed on font, text size, and line & paragraph spacing.

7 Assessment of solution and project
7.1 Assessment of method

Our workflow throughout the project worked very well from the start and it got a little lazy

towards the end. The planning for the research phase was completed like we planned and we

would do the same if we were to do it again, obviously the content of every point on the work
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method could always be improved. However, after the production phase we should have included

more research. Having specific points under the work method dedicated to research would

benefit the overall project. Like making us consider more options of the systems we made,

instead of always settling on our first/best attempt. Other delimitations from how we worked

versus the work method, was that we usually worked on several systems and documents at the

same time. Instead of focusing on only one system at a time. Both options have positives and

negatives, but if we would have stayed with one at a time, we would also have more focused test

sessions. Lastly, because of the complicated systems following the work method strictly got hard

towards the last weeks of production. The work method in itself could have been better if it were

diverse into adapted phases of the project.

Choosing Scrum as our project management method was the right decision for us. There are

some changes we could have made with the process, such as choosing a longer sprint instead of 1

week. When the sprints are so short there is a lot of information and not a lot of time to complete

longer tasks within one sprint, and from research we found that there should not really be tasks

that go over to the next sprint. Of course there are some exceptions to this when it comes to

documentation that will be worked on throughout the project. After discussing nearing the end

of the project we figured that two week long sprints would be a good fit for this length of a

project and still make time to implement changes after retrospectives.

7.2 Assessment of tools
7.2.1 Planning tools
Early in the project we decided to switch from Hack’n’Plan to ClickUp which helped productivity a  lot.

ClickUp comes with more available features relevant to us such as the roadmap feature. Miro was used

every work day during our projects in different phases.

Nearing the very end of the project we steered away from ClickUp and rather just worked through

our own communication and what we remembered due to stress and other distractions. This is a hazardous

path to take as everything we have to do is written on ClickUp so we do not forget. Therefore we could have

stayed more consistent and used ClickUp up until the very end of the project.

7.2.2 Communication tools
The communication tools used during this project were used as expected with no problems. We are aware

that these are not perhaps the tools used in the professional branches however is what we have available

and sure they worked just as good. We kept a structure where all our messaging during work hours were
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done in the correct text channels in discord, whether it was resources, meeting plans. All contact with

superiors or our mentor was over Canvas and Zoom. In conclusion our communication and usage of these

chosen tools were correct for our project.

7.2.3 Production tools
The Unity Engine is a game engine that both members of the group are very familiar with. However neither

of us have ever worked on the tool functionality that Unity has. This kind of scripting was quite easy to learn

and it did not take long before we understood how we wanted to use it. Even though it is quite accessible

the fact that it has very limited customisation makes the whole functionality less appealing. With this

reasoning it would have been a possibility to make our tool into a game package instead of a window that is

found in Unity.

Other tools like Draw.io, Figma, Adobe Illustrator and Aseprite achieved their respective

functionality. Draw.io, a tool we used for system models, is definitely a tool we would use more and again for

its purpose. The same goes Aseprite, a drawing program that allowed us to make similar style visuals as

other older pixel JRPGs. Figma was supposed to be used more in depth with the meaning of testing the user

interface in order to achieve the most user centric design as possible, however it was later changed to only

creating wireframes. This was because Figma was unreliable and often unavailable for use. Adobe

Illustrator was where all the graphical elements were created with an exception to the characters that were

made in Aseprite. By creating them in Illustrator we were able to make them vectors, meaning we could

resize all elements without them losing their quality.

We decided to stop using Machinations early in the project as the program is not made to create

visual systems for turn-based games. It is possible to do so, however it would take a long time to create a

confusing figure. In retrospect, to make Machinations work we would have to invest much more time and

research. Because that decision was not made, we should have excluded Machinations from the start.

7.3 Assessment for project implementation
7.3.1 Cooperation
Cooperation was excellent throughout the whole project. We have different views on some topics however

that encourages a discussion which was originally the baseline for the product we wanted to make. We

made clear from the beginning that we would like to make the cooperation as good as possible so we

included different activities we would participate in during the project, for example things like weekly

challenges and milestone celebrations.
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Something we could have done differently would be to have more on site meetings on one of our

campuses. Nearly all of our meetings were held online which worked fine when we were working on the

tool itself however when we were focusing on the written elements we could have brought our laptops to a

location so we could have gotten a little more social aspect into our work.

7.3.2 Communication with supervisor
The communication between the team and supervisor was superb. We had a nice routine where at the end

of every meeting we would plan our next meeting and agenda. We always got good feedback and ideas from

her as well as some unique opportunities we would not have done without her. She made sure we got in

contact with different folk high schools around the country by providing emails and giving us tips on

upcoming game jams that would benefit us.

We could have been more active with contacting a wider range of relevant people for our project, for

even more good feedback. However, we figured most of our focus should be directed towards the

production of our project.

7.3.3 Scope
We were careful to be sure everything was within a realistic scope throughout the project. This was done by

doing some backlog refinement, where we went over the project's backlog and re-considered the tasks if

they were still doable. Like any project, some things got cut but that was mainly for it to stay within the

thesis statement and what we wanted to create. Specifically some of the systems we decided to cut were the

grid position system, because the system itself would have taken too long to make and we would have had

to refine/rework many of the other systems to make it work.

The scope could always have been better defined from the start, but because of our problem

statement we wanted to see how far into the tool development we could go. If the tool would be further

developed many of the cut systems would be achievable, because the biggest obstacle for our scope was

time. Not to mention the fact that this is an original idea and we did not have any prior knowledge on

creating a tool. This made it challenging for us both to do and research as there was not much information

out there.

7.3.4 Deliveries
Deliveries and presentations were always ready with their own milestones on our project management

software, ClickUp where we always prepared a couple days before on what was expected to be delivered in

said delivery milestone. Because we did not create a game but instead a plug-in tool, we had to define our

own milestones and from the descriptions for the requirements made for games and tailor them to a tool.
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We managed to create our own definitions of for example Beta or Gold Version by discussing and creating

milestones together.

7.3.5 Risk management
The risks that were included in the risk analysis we created in the planning phase, stayed relevant

throughout the whole project. With the analysis we included a description of how we could prevent and

handle a risk. A risk we did not account for was the fact that the possibility of releasing the tool online and

how it would affect the bachelors document and if we would be taken as plagiarism. After some discussion

with our mentor we were able to submit our tool to the Tool Jam 2 game jam which took place on itch.io

without having to worry about plagiarism as it is something that we created.

7.3.6 Improvement potential
As in many projects there is always room for potential improvements. A clear example from our tool is the

script's structure. It started out well, but became a lot of tight coupling towards the end. The script

structure could be improved on by dividing many of the scripts into smaller specific scripts. This would lead

to many other improvements, like the grid position system we did not include. However, this could lead to

many more turn-based systems like; a system to move unit position and many more advanced actions. To

improve the tactical abilities of the tool a resource system for the units like mana and cooldowns for actions.

When it comes to the QTE system this one could also have a lot of potential. Expanding on different types of

QTE’s and adding mechanics like a block QTE are a few examples.

Not only is there room for improvement when it comes to the system, but for the tool itself. The

“How to” menu was weirdly enough one of the hardest to make correctly. This menu could be improved by

making it much more clear with tabs giving information about every aspect of the tool. The character

creation could also be greatly improved on. Currently, the way to make a character is through a scriptable

object, but implementing this process into the tool would be a priority. The visual elements of the tool

window and combat simulation could also be improved on. Some of our testers often came with feedback

about how they would like to implement their own character art, animations and backgrounds.

The future of the project also has many possibilities. Firstly, polishing the tool enough to publish it

on Unity Store is achievable. Secondly, improving on the turn-based genre, not only adding more combat

systems, but also those that do not include combat. Like encounter systems, character progression systems

and character equipment systems. Thirdly, some of the test results also pointed to these kinds of plug-in

tools for prototyping as very helpful. Therefore, the Demon Cube could expand to many different genres of

prototyping, not only turn-based.
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7.3.7 Decisions
We had a unique way of tackling important decisions. The way we did it was to create a flowchart diagram

with all the different options and then discuss every single topic and outcome. This was a great way for us

to visualise all of our options and pinpoint exactly what we wanted. Because all of our decisions were made

together, we believe every decision was right for the specific moment of time. However, looking back on the

project you could always find better solutions for some decisions. Like using and researching machinations

to be used for our specific project.

8 Assessment of goal achievement
The goals we set for ourselves, and the project were realistic and within the scope. When it comes to the

goals regarding our tool most of them were completed. After receiving feedback from experienced and

novice game designers, most of them thought the tool was clear and user-friendly and it got better

throughout the test sessions, as we can see in the results. We especially received good reactions from newer

game designers, saying they could themselves use the solution as a prototyping tool.

The current state of the plug-in tool has many great opportunities to be further worked on.

However, the scripts/coding is currently not as open and readable as we planned. Therefore, a small revamp

of the technical structure of the project would be advised to further develop the tool. Another goal that

seemed out of reach because of the strictness of Unity Store, was to release the tool on it. Unity Store does

not allow releases of tools that are still in progress and not 100% complete.

Many of our personal goals and informational goals were achieved. We did not stray away from the

party turn-based rpg genre. It also did not seem like a problem for any of the testers that the tool only

focused on this genre. Both of us found new things to like and dislike about the genre. The biggest

achievement that also is included in the problem statement was learning about plug-in tools. Currently, we

as a group have a lot of knowledge about the process of planning, producing and understanding both

plug-ins and tools for game designers. Lastly are we both proud enough of the project to use it as a brag.

9 Conclusion
“How can you make a plug-in tool that can be used for the prototyping of different combat systems in a party

turn-based game?”

How we decided to solve this problem statement was by planning and creating a plug-in tool for the video

game engine Unity and called it Demon Cube. Because the project was a new concept for both us and the
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academic field, finding other examples of similar projects became a challenge. Therefore, we based every

decision on our knowledge we had gathered throughout the years as Game Design students. We based the

systems on our research of popular games within the genre party turn-based games. Throughout the

production of the prototyping tool, user tests became an important way for us to evaluate the product we

were making. Results we received from a number of external testers shows that the tool was found to be

useful in the prototyping phase and fairly user friendly.

Planning this project was a challenge like mentioned earlier, due to the fact this is a new product

and does not have much information online. In order to tackle this problem we gathered all the resources,

we sorted the most relevant materials out from different classes, as well as a handful of online scholarly

articles about the game genre. We used a variety of tools in our planning phase yet we seemed to use Miro

the most. Here we created everything from our first thesis statement, to store feedback, to the many

flowcharts used to plan out the different systems included in the tool itself. Because in this project we were

doing all of our work on our own, we had to maintain a self-disciplined work schedule in order to stay

within our scope and reach our goal. This was done by using ClickUp and creating detailed plans we were

able to keep up with by setting due dates for the different tasks within a sprint. In conclusion we managed

to plan our project as well as reaching the goals we set for ourselves and the project.

As discovered through research the turn-based genre is a turbulent game genre that many believe is

outdated or underrepresented. The result of Ville Mäkelä’s(2020) academic article shows that most players

are open to the genre if it includes interactive systems. Some of the key negatives of the genre was that it

usually includes slow paced gameplay, tedious battles and little interactivity. As game designers it is our

responsibility to keep up challenges and improve on old gameplay mechanics. Therefore, did our decisions

for which combat systems to include get based on improving these negatives. Increasing combat speed or

including QTE elements makes the game feel more interactive or responsive. Systems that can prove a

bigger technical challenge makes combat feel less tedious/uninteresting. Even though not every planned

system got included into the final solution, there are tons of possibilities to further develop them.

One of our visions for the project was to create a user friendly tool and with the test results we can

see we were able to achieve that. By reviewing every user feedback and then directly working on the

relevant responses for the tool window and systems, we received more and more positive feedback as tests

went on. A project like this needs to be iterated on several times, when there are no relevant similar

examples to compare to.
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This means that we were successful in creating a plug-in tool that can be used as a prototyping

instrument for the party turn-based genre. However much success we had with the final result, much

improvement can still be made. The aspect of creating something user friendly, depends on person to

person. Some would have emphasis on the clarity of the technical side like the scripts, while others were

focused on the visual side like the combat UI. This means that our tool could always use improvement

especially on the technical aspect. The many tools that we used under production and planning seemed to

contribute as the key to our success. As mentioned before, we started with the production of every facet of

the solution that was either discussed, written or visually presented. In conclusion our report can be used

as one of few examples of how you make a plug-in tool and the many processes within.
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11 Appendix

Appendix 1 - Collaboration contract
Collaboration contract

Bachelor Spring 2022

Partners, roles & contact info

Name Phone Mail

Birgitte M. Winterstø 45489606 birgitte.wintersto@gmail.com

Emil J. Karlsen 46945459 emiljohank@gmail.com

Time period

10th of January 2022 - 20th of May 2022

About the project & delivery

Link to assignment

Our goal

Develop systems and visual style, which can be further developed into a finished game.
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Meeting routines

Standup

A daily Standup will take place every workday (monday-friday) at 10 A.M. Standups should last between

20-30 minutes and should be completed via Miro.

Sprint Planning Meeting

At the start of every sprint there will be a Sprint Planning Meeting. The group discusses priorities, tasks and

user stories for the upcoming sprint. Tasks will be distributed and time will be estimated on every task.This

will take place right after the Standup and we will be using Hack’n’Plan for this segment.

Review & Retrospective

At the end of every sprint there will be a Review & Retrospective meeting. This will be completed via Miro.

Backlog Refinement

After Review & Retrospective there will be held a Backlog Refinement Meeting where the tasks, user stories

and milestones completed or not completed will be refined for the next sprint.

Report

A small report shall be written from each meeting. This will contain brief information about what was done

at meetings. Project leader will have this responsibility, but also distribute this task to other team members.

Sportsmanship

The group members are expected to notice other members if there are difficulties which could lead to problems or

obstacles with the groups effectiveness and productivity.

Group members must respect each other’s opinions.

The group members all have a responsibility for things to be done in both personal life and in relation to the

tasks in the project.
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All problems must be discussed together in the group, before tasks are distributed.

Remember that we are a group - we all have a responsibility for things to be done.

Communication and availability

Communication will take place over Discord and Messenger.

Important dates will be found in the Google Calendar Subscription .

If members are absent from meetings, the group must be notified in advance. If a member does not show up

to a meeting without notice, the member will be called via phone.  The group will accept a 15 minute delay

without notice. Late arrivals must be reported to the group.

The Lead roles will make important decisions in their designated fields.

Workplace

Working will take place either from home or at campus, mainly Urtegata. Other places can be planned and

discussed.

Consequences of breach of contract

If members were to breach the contract, they will have no rights to the project in the future and name will

be removed from the project.

Signatures
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Appendix 2 - Demon Cube system design document

Changelog

09/02/2022 - BMW - Added headlines

10/02/2022 - BMW - Added additional headlines, target audience, table of content, turn order,

purpose of document, scope, description of additional functionality and

design, wireframe

11/02/2022 - BMW - Systems

Introduction

Purpose

The system design document for the Demon Cube Unity tool showcases the different systems included

within the tool. The different systems are divided into sections which will include in depth explanations,

graphs, and machinations to help visualise them.

The goal with Demon Cube is to create a user-friendly tool in Unity which showcases the different

values of different combat systems in a party turn-based game. This tool will help game designers / game

developers make a sense of which systems are best for their game.

Scope

The turn-based genre has a large number of systems which makes it difficult to make a tool which simulates

all the different systems within the broad genre. Therefore, we have decided to narrow it down to a niche

subgenre which is party turn-based RPGs. Here we have defined some systems which will be showcased in

the tool which includes a combat simulation system, turn-timer, positioning system, and turn-order. All of

these main systems have included sub systems related to them.

Target Audience

Key demographics
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- Age range: 25-49 years old

- Gender: All genders

- Occupation: Game Developer / Game Designer

Key psychographics
- Game developer who creates party turn-based RPGs

- Values strong system design

- Using tools in order to create smart and quick content

Challenges
- Finding a party turn-based tool that helps simulate different systems often used in the genre

- Wants to create systems, but unable to create them

Preferred channels
- Keeps up to date on game development related sites

- Watches game development videos

Definitions

Term Abbreviation Definition

Role Playing Games RPGs The genre Role Playing Game is a type of game
where the player takes on the role of a
character in a fictional setting.

Turn A character's action.

Round When all characters including enemy entities
have completed their turns.

Speed The speed stat to which character has and is
depended on the character class

Turn point TP Turn points is a random variable that depends
on how much speed a unit has.

Non Playable character NPC An NPC or a non playable character is a
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character the player cannot control.

System overview

Short description of the product

Demon Cube is a Unity tool that will help game developers simulate different systems found in party

turn-based RPGs.

List of key features

- Combat simulation system

- Turn timer

- Position systems

- Turn order

- Decision to have controllable enemies

- Simulation speed

- QTE under combat

Main user activities

The main user activity will be to create and simulate systems which would suit the game designer needs.

Functionality and design

The tool is created using Unity and Visual Studio by switching out the base class MonoBehaviour to

EditorWindow in the tool script, which allows for the creation of windows which can then be dragged to

wherever the user pleases within the Unity layout. This tool window will allow the designer to spawn all
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necessary gameobjects and change the settings of the systems. It will also feature a small how to and

character creator.

Wireframe
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Systems

Combat simulation system

This system is the overarching system that connects all of the other systems together. The combat

simulation system decides how many characters are included in a simulation and what kind of combat

moves the different characters have available. It also checks what kinds of system options the designer

wants to simulate.

Amount of characters included

In this section, the designer can insert how many characters that will be active in the simulation.
They have the option to choose what unit characters will be players or enemies.

Combat type

Tag team moves

These combat moves are supposed to work with other units. Therefore using two characters
turn points to perform the combat move.

Position based moves

These combat moves take position into consideration. Some moves could only be used
for/in certain positions. These moves could also work as Area of effect (AOE) moves, targeting multiple
units at the same time.

Turn Order manipulating moves

These combat moves would be able to affect and manipulate the turn order.

Turntimer

The turn timer system should be available as a setting the designer can turn on or off. They will also be able

to decide how much time every turn should take, in seconds. When a unit does not take an action before the

timer runs out, the unit’s turn will be skipped.
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Position system

The position system divides how the different characters are placed and if the position matters in combat.

The designer is only able to select one of the three options.

Unaffected

When the position system is set to unaffected it means that the positioning of the character does not matter
in combat.

Affected

When the position system is set to “Front to back” it means that the character units are placed in a row
behind each other. The designer is able to select where each character should go. The order is supposed to
signal what units are short ranged and tanky vs long range and squishy. An example is if some attacks can
only target the front-most units.

Grid system

The grid system consists of two different types; square and hexagonal.
Similarly to the “Front to back” position system, the unit positions would matter.
Some unit action would only be available to perform in some positions and
against some positions. The two different grid options could be effective with
AOE actions. However the grid options would mainly come down to
preference.

Square

The square grid system is created by tiling squares.

Hexagonal

The hexagonal grid is created by tiling hexagons.
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Turn-order

The turn-order represents the order in

which the different characters are to

attack the enemy entity/entities. Demon

Cube offers a number of different turn

orders; unknown, known, everyone at

once/one at a time, and no end of turn.

The flowchart shows the turn order

system in the Demon Cube tool.

First we have to define some elements.

A turn is defined as a characters action,

while a round is when all characters

including enemy entities have completed

their turns. Speed represents the speed

stat to which a character has and is

dependent on the character class. In

order for a character to go first in the

queue, they have to have the highest turn

point score.

With the flowchart as the starting point

we can create a turn-order system using

Machinations to simulate how it would

work in engine.
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Unknown

When the turn order is unknown, meaning the player does not know which order the characters will attack

in.

Known

Known order which is the opposite of the unknown turn order meaning the player is aware of which order

of the characters in which they will attack.
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Everyone at once

The “Everyone at once” system means that the player would be able to select the actions of every player unit

at the same time, before the actions play out in their respective turn-order. This system requires planning

and could differ a lot depending if the player knows the turn order ahead of time or not. This system can not

be active at the same time as the “One at a time” system.

One at a time

Instead of the player selecting every unit move before their turn plays out, this system makes the player

play out one unit’s turn at a time. Meaning the first unit in the turnorder has to select its move and then

perform it, then it goes to the next in line, and so forth. This system can not be active at the same time as the

“Everyone at once” system.

No end of turn

This option is for the designer to decide if the turn order resets after every unit has had a turn or not. If

there is no end of turn, the turn order could be altered much more and there might be situations where one

unit could have two turns in a row. This system changes how turnpoints work. It can only be activated by a

designer if the “One at a time” system is also active.
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Controllable enemies

Will the player be able to control the enemy units as well.

Simulation speed

For this feature it mostly just comes down to how fast animations and waiting in between turns should run.

The options would be 2x faster or 4x faster.

QTE under combat

This system will implement a more interactive element to the player. Every unit action would have

something we call a quick time event. Basically the player must for example press a button at the correct

time for the action to succeed.

Character creator:

This system allows the designer to create player and enemy prefab characters to use in simulations. There

are different values that can make a unit unique to other units.

Unit

Class

This value decides which type moves the unit will have. Like an archer class would have long
ranged actions and a healer class would have actions that help friendly units.

Health

The health is a basic value that tells how many hit points the unit should have.
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Speed

The speed value will affect the unit’s place in the turn order. Higher speed equals more turn
points, which ultimately lead to a higher place in the turn order.

Player

This is a simple boolean value that tells the system if it is a player that can be controlled or a
NPC that automatically does every action.
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Appendix 3 - Demon Cube Guide Document

Demon Cube - Tool guide for Unity
- Unity Version 2020.3.25f1 (You can try on different versions)
- Open a new 3D Unity project

Make sure the Demon Cube package is installed in your Unity Project. Inside the folder:
- DemonCube

- Assets
- Should include visuals for the tool. No need to change/touch what is inside the

folder
- Prefabs

- These prefabs are the GameObjects the tool should spawn into your scene. No
need to change/touch what is inside the folder

- Scripts
- Includes the scripts for the tool. No need to change/touch what is inside the folder

- Units
- Here are some premade units that the user can edit however they like.

This test session will focus on the UI of the tool window and the combat simulation.

Step 1:
Open a new blank scene. Open the
Demon Cube tool window (“ToolVerOne”)
by selecting it under the Tools window at
the top of the screen. A window looking
like this should appear. Then press the
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“Combat Systems” button to open the next window.

- To spawn the system into the scene you press the “Spawn in scene” button. If you have messed
up/deleted some of the battle systems in your scene simply press the button again to reset the

systems.

Step 2:
Make sure that the scene includes these
GameObjects:

- DemonCubeCamera
- BattleCanvasV1
- BattleSystemV1
- EventSystem

Add the tags to Unity:
- Enemy
- Friendly
- Position

Step 3:
Change the settings in the “Combat Systems” window in the tool to fit your desire. The Player list can
be between 1 - 4. Make sure to put a Unit Object inside every open field in the list. The same goes for
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enemies. Every change you do should automatically get updated. Press the play button to simulate the
settings you have chosen. Test as much as you desire.

Use Cases:
A case includes a user story, a solution to the user story, and two examples of the solutions. You will be
able to test out the different solutions, to gather data and opinions yourself.

Position matters:
The position matters option for the combat system can either be turned on or off. If the position system
is turned on, the position of the units will matter for the combat simulation. The front most units would
be taking most of the damage and should work as a tank, while the units in the back would have to use
range attacks. In addition, the system will let the player select where each unit should stand before the
combat begins.

Show turn order:
For this option, the name is very explanatory. It activates a UI element on the top of the screen while
simulating combat, that shows the current turn order. With the combination of some other options the
turn order can change/update in between unit turns.

Combine turn selection:
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This system option changes how the player selects actions for every unit. The player will select one
action for every friendly unit to perform, and then the background systems will filter the turnorder and
perform every action one after the other. So this system requires a little bit more planning from the
player. This system option does not work with the “Endless turns” option. The setting might still have
bugs.

Endless turns:
For this system option, the turn order will never reset. Meaning, when one Unit has performed an action
they will get updated into the turn order. So every unit does not have to have performed an action for
another to make a second action. This option will also unlock actions to manipulate the turn order. This
system option does not work with the “Combine turn selection” option.

2x Game speed:
As the title of this option implies, it increases the playtime speed two times faster. This system would
reduce animation times and waiting times in between actions. It might currently activate bugs with it.

Turn timer:
This system activates a turn timer for the player units. You are able to select how long the timer will be.
If the player has not chosen an action for the unit, their turn will be skipped. Currently this does not work
with the “Combine turn selection” option.

Have fun and you are welcome to experiment with it.
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12 Figure and table list

Figure 1. Visual representation of all the different thesis the group went through during the project

Term Abbreviation Definition

Plug-in - A downloadable software add-on to add specific features

Tool - “A program that is employed in the development, repair, or
enhancement of other programs or of hardware. Traditionally a set
of software tools addressed only the essential needs during program
development: a typical set might consist of a text editor, compiler,
link loader, and some form of debug tool.” (Encyclopedia.com. April
25, 2022)

Role-playing game RPG Players taking role of fictional characters within a video game

Turn-based TP “In turn-based systems, combatants act in
turns, usually one at a time. Other combatants are typically unable
to move or perform actions outside of their own turn.”(Ville Mäkelä,
2020,4)

Party Turn-based - A party of characters in which the player has control over in a game
where the different characters take turns performing an action

Quick time events QTE An action that has to be performed within a time limit

Japanese role
playing game

JRPG Players taking role of fictional characters within a video game but
with japanese design and mechanic conventions

Table 1:  Definitions of terms often used in the document
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Figure 2. Scrum model the team is following for the duration of the project
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Figure 3. Flowdown chart of work method

Figure 4. Flowchart to help deciding on the assignment
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Figure 5. Risk analysis for the Demon Cube project created in the planning phase

Figure 6. First read comparison

Final Fantasy IX (Square Enix. 2000) first read Demon Cube first read
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Figure 7. Second read comparison

Final Fantasy IX (Square Enix. 2000) second read Demon Cube second read

Figure 8. Third read comparison

Final Fantasy IX (Square Enix. 2000) third read Demon Cube third read
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12.1.1

Figure 9. Landing site of Demon Cube tool
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Figure 10. How to use page with information
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Figure 11. Battle system creation page
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Figure 12. User Cases page
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User story Solution 1 - Description Solution 2 - Description

As a player I want a fast and
engaging gameplay experience, and
currently the turn-based combat
genre does not provide this for me.

Does a timer change player
behaviour/experience

- Turntimer: On, 8 sec
- Position system: unaffected
- Turn-order: Known, one at a

time
- Combat actions: Basic

actions
- Characters: 3 friendly vs 2

enemies
- Simulation speed: x2

Adding QTE

- QTE: On
- Position system: unaffected
- Turn-order: Known, one at a

time
- Combat actions: Basic

actions
- Characters: 3 friendly vs 2

enemies

As a developer I want a turn-order
system that fits the game I am
making, so that there is no
dissonance for my tactical game.

Known turn order

- Turn-order: Known, no end
of turn

- One at a time
- Position system: Unaffected
- Combat actions: Basic
- Characters: 3 friendly vs 3

enemies

Unknown turn order

- Turnorder: Unknown,
everyone at once

- Position system: Unaffected
- Combat actions: Basic
- Characters: 3 friendly vs 3

enemies

As a developer I want a combat
system.Where every subsystem
works together with each other
making a cohesive combat
experience.

Position based actions

- Combat actions: Basic &
position based actions

- Turn-order: Unknown , one
at a time

- Positions system: FtB
- Characters: 4 friendly vs 4

enemies
- QTE: On

Turn-order manipulating actions

- Combat actions: Basic &
turn manipulating actions

- Turn-order: Known, no end
of turn, One at a time

- Position system: Unaffected
- Characters: 4 friendly vs 2

enemies
- Turntimer: On, 12 seconds

Table 2. User Cases in the Demon Cube tool
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Scale 1 2 3 4 5

Second year Game Design students

at Kristiania University College 0 1 2 3 0

First year Game Design students at

Kristiania University College 0 0 1 11 1

Fana Folk High School 0 0 1 5 1

Namdals Folk High School 0 0 0 3 1

Sunnhordland Folk High School 0 0 3 2 3

Table 3: Scale goes from 1, being very hard to use to 5 being very easy to use

Figure 13. External test results and scores
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Figure 14. Timesheet landing page including tutorial on how to use the sheet

Figure 15. Overview of upcoming sprints with planned phases and milestones
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Figure 16. Flowdown chart that shows the teams decision making

Figure 17. First version of tool wireframe
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Figure 18. Machinations of randomised turn order of characters
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Figure 19. Early version of the Demon Cube Tool

-

Figure 20. Case studies created using a simple flowchart system
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